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GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

Sapper Peter Bowis, RE, 3rd Cheshire Field Sqdn (TA) 
 

Continuing from Alan Glass’s account: 

“After a short stint in the desert we were recalled and shipped to Greece (5th – 6th March 1941) on three 
naval (cruisers or) destroyers (all of which were subsequently sunk by enemy action). We made our way 
up to the north of the country near Salonika and prepared two major bridges for demolition – both road 
and rail bridges had 18 spans. Gun cotton and gelignite were used – the former to cut steelwork and the 
latter to destroy the piers supporting the spans. Thoughtfully the Germans, who built these long bridges, 
had incorporated chambers within the piers, saved us a lot of work and all we had to do was pack them 
with large boxes of ‘jelly’ for effective demolition. The bridge roadways were cut by suspending a cradle 
underneath, placing boxes of gelignite on the cradle and then hauling the whole contraption up tight 
against the under-surface of the roadway. Explosives always take the line of greatest resistance. Gun 
cotton was ideal for cutting railway lines.  

We then went across country towards the Albanian border to lay landmines. At this location we noticed a 
line of aircraft heading west and wondered who or what was their target. We were soon to find out – it was 
us, as out of the sun came Stukas, the screaming dive-bombers, a dozen or more, one after the other. 
Our only defence was our old 303 rifles and three Bren guns shared between the whole squadron – not 
much good against Stukas.  

Retreating south, with the Germans not far behind us, our section of eight men was ordered back to 
destroy two small bridges just outside the town of Lamia on the southern side, but north of the pass of 
Thermopylae. The bridges were perhaps a mile apart, and while three of us (including me) remained at 
the first one, the other five men, including the corporal in charge, went downstream to deal with the 
second bridge, taking the transport with them. The plan was for them to blow their bridge, return with the 
transport, we would blow ours and then evacuate via Lamia and head south.  

On the second day there was an odd feeling that things weren’t quite right. One of my companions went 
downstream to find out what was happening, and he came back, breathless, to report that there was no 
sign of the other party – they had blown their bridge and departed, leaving the transport on the wrong side 
of the river. At this time we could hear and see the German half-track vehicles entering Lamia, thus 
effectively cutting off our retreat in that direction even if we had transport. We decided it was time to make 
ourselves scarce, we blew our bridge and started walking as the sun set – no map, no compass, just 
instinct – and we had to put distance between us and the Germans, so we headed in the direction of the 
coast. We waded through rivers and streams and staggered across vineyards – very difficult terrain – and 
just before first light we came under machine-gun fire. When we shouted that we were British we got 
another burst of fire, so we decided that discretion was the safest move and sheltered behind a stone wall 
until daylight before revealing ourselves. It was a New Zealand contingent that had fired at us, on the 
assumption that we were the enemy masquerading as British. They gave us a good meal – bally beef 
stew with added raisins – and sent us on our way south, on foot!  

We came across a small stone aqueduct, about two feet deep and two feet wide, running from the foothills 
towards the sea. It was gushing with hot water, just the right temperature, so we stripped-off and 
luxuriated in a welcome bath, only to be interrupted by a low-flying plane which opened fire on us – what 
cheek! We had seen it coming and smartly ducked down behind the aqueduct.  

Eventually we got a lift into Athens, to try to re-join our unit, but nobody had heard of the 3rd Cheshire 
Field Squadron . . .” 
 
Archivist’s Note:  If Peter Bowis was still in company with Alan Glass at this time, it might be here that 
they went their different ways (it may, of course, have been much earlier).  Peter was evacuated from 
Porto Rafti a few miles to the east of Athens, on the night of 24/25th April on the Landing Ship HMS 
Glengyle, along with 5000 others.  Meanwhile Alan made his way eventually to Kalamata where he was 
taken into captivity on the 29th or 30th. 
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HMS Glengyle, Landing Ship Infantry (LSI) 

 


